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1988 reached an average of 7̂
A]

»  01deadweight. Nearly 80% of the Pr°,
tion is exported, the 1988 fi^ R 
being as follows:
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INTRODUCTION Total figures 861,039 15.557’
Denmark is a small Northern European 
country with a population of just Live pigs & sows 0.1 0-1
over 5 million people. The country is 
agricultural with little heavy in

Bacon sides/ 
products I3.5 14.5

dustry. In 1988 15.8 million pigs 
and 867,500 head of cattle were

Pigs, fresh & 
f rozen 1.6

55- 
4.6 

20-9
slaughtered. Sheep and lamb slaughter Fresh cuts 51.9
is insignificant, the 1988 slaughter By-products 10.6
fugures being estimated to be about Canned meat 18.6
50,000. Pig slaughter has been rela
tively constant for a number of

Other processed 
products 3.6 3-3

years, whereas cattle slaughter is 
falling. Slaughter cattle production * excluding FE0GA : 1,184 m Dkr.
has mainly been based on the milk 
herd and EEC restrictions on milk 
production have reduced the number of 
calves available for fattening. Sheep 
and lamb slaughter on the other hand 
is expected to increase in the fu
ture.

Most slaughter animals produced are 
slaughtered in Denmark and very few 
are exported live for slaughter in 
other EEC countries. Veterinary 
regulations at present preclude the 
import of live animals from other 
countries for fattening and slaughter 
in Denmark.
The Danish pig sector is highly 
integrated. Most producers are mem
bers of one of the 9 slaughterhouse 
associations, who in turn are members 
of the Danish Bacon and Meat Council. 
The associations sometimes have 
processing facilities on the slaugh
ter plant itself, sometimes centra
lised in processing factories. In 
contrast to most other countries 
factory economy does have consequen
ces for Danish producers, as with one 
exception the factories are run on a 
co-operative basis.
Slaughter pig weights have been in
creasing in recent years and in

Source: Statistics 1988, Danish 
and Meat Council.

rehThe beef sector is less well i®*' 
ted. Farmers can supply ani®^^ 
both private and co-operative 
plants and supply can eithef, 
direct (about 70% of total) ot p  
markets (about 3 0% of total)' 
calves are fattened, only 1.8%° jj 
production being slaughtered 
weights lower than 220 kg i® $ 
Three quarters of these wer®
calves - mainly bull calves 0fcP,Jersey breed. Steer p rod u ct!“ v 
insignificant. In 1988 only 0»'<
the production were slaughterá
steers as against 47.5% aS ^
bulls or breeding bulls. Young j  
are raised indoors and fed iht
vely.

Nearly 70% of the beef productA
exported, mainly as a fresh of J  
carcasses or carcass h a l v e s i 
The total value of the exp01" $  
4,062 m Dkr in 1988 including J  
payments (statistics 1988, 
Livestock and Meat Board) . Th1*5̂  
export of pork and beef proch^f
of importance for the Danish ç 
amounting to over nearly 11# 0
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Ml
°t'iD-PigS are Sln (slap

identified by farm of 
vsxap mark) and classified 

I975 to meat percentage. Since
Mpa system has been based on
9̂82)eaSurements (Pedersen and Busk, 
thg ’ kut is now being replaced by 
S ^ c a s s  classification centres, 
te * aH  slaughter cattle can

ntified by farm of origin using 
idĝ t >S.S or some other method of 
Ŝ ste® acation. An identification 

^0r individual animals is used 
e*Pect°me °T the cattle and it is 
^to that this system will come 
Ml ^ e a s i n g  use in the future. 
nCco Aaughter cattle are classified 

lrig to the EUROP-system.
to§lf;
j ’h e ^T ^ -jg g u la t io n s

ls a general law regarding the
3 >

b > < * y
ction of animals (No. 335.

°ut 0„ °f Justice, 8 July 1983) , Ver andand above this there are 
l0ns specifically covering 

^ t  and slaughter of farm 
fh°uldSF (Table 1). These regulations 

ar..ensure that the basic elements 
• Ree. Protection are taken care 

Ĉ tle arJing the ritual slaughter of 
si sheep the regulations

^ eCify aughter without stunning, but 
K̂ ii'ai ^ at larger animals should be 
p6id and small animals hand-
> i SsrinS the slaughter itself. The 
°w pp1011 °T European Communities is 
l'°toc^i>ar‘ing regulations for the 
0tt, as°n during trans-

WeH  as the movement, laira-

ging, restraint and slaughter of 
animals. When finalised, this le
gislation will be valid in all Euro
pean countries.

Over and above these regulations the 
general situation is followed conti
nuously by the Ethical Committee. 
This Committee, which refers to the 
Minister of Justice and has represen
tatives from all walks of Danish 
life, evaluates and gives advice on 
ethical problems in general. It has 
announced that in 1989 it will speci
fically look at the area of pre- 
slaughter treatment of animals.

Research
Research into the area of pre-slaugh
ter handling is carried out by the 
Danish Meat Research Institute, which 
is a private institution affiliated 
to the Federation of Pig Producers 
and Slaughterhouses. The Institute 
has a small group working on cattle 
research, which includes pre-slaugh
ter handling.

This centralisation of research has 
ensured that all parts of the in
dustry can receive advice on the 
latest knowledge when changes are 
contemplated or problems encountered. 
Conversely, the close collaboration 
with industry means that the research 
carried out is relevant and on a 
practical level. It is for this 
reason that in comparison with most

A

"̂ '-¿Silish regulations regarding the welfare of animals for slaughter

Ôv
an1-ttlent Notice, No. 208, ‘-LiQal .-----

Ell:
transport

^°nvention on protection 
als for slaughterôVl

Ŝ a,JgK?ent Notice, No. 200, onuShter of farm animals 

6l> animals
°n stunning of

Authority Date

Ministry of Justice 17 June 1964

Ministry for Foreign 10 May 1979
Affairs

Ministry of Justice 26 March 1986

Veterinary Services 3 May 1984
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other countries the standard of pre
slaughter handling is high in Den
mark, and relatively constant across 
the country.

When all this is said and done, 
however, not all recommendations are 
immediately put into practice even in 
Denmark. The reason for this is 
partly economic, partly a lack of 
awareness in the industry that there 
may in fact be a problem.The latter 
is not insensitivity as such but more 
a differing of opinion as to when a 
given treatment is "acceptable". The 
Chairman of the Ethical Committee 
Janne Norman has said that everyone 
has a different scale of acceptabili
ty in ethical questions and what to 
one person is acceptable, to another 
is completely unacceptable, mainly 
because of differing backgrounds. It 
is therefore important for the in
dustry to maintain a dialogue with 
welfare groups and consumers so that 
a consensus can be attained.

When problems do arise, which have 
clear economic consequences, then 
solutions are rapidly incorporated in 
the industry because it is readily 
apparent that a given investment will 
have a given effect and pay-back 
time. A good example of this can be 
seen in the beef industry. Young 
bulls are particularly prone to the 
DFD-problem, if strange animals are 
mixed, either in markets or in the 
lairage at the abattoir. DFD-car- 
casses have a poorer quality and 
cannot be used as prime beef. As more 
and more young bulls were reared 
loose and hence could not be tied 
during the pre-slaughter handling, 
the incidence of DFD-carcasses in
creased to an unacceptable level. 
Most young bulls are now delivered 
direct to the abattoir and slaugh
tered soon after arrival. Moreover, 
they are often penned separately in 
the lairage. Himmelstrup (1983) has 
described these Danish developments 
in detail.

Developments in the industry 
Industry develops and adjusts to 
changing economic forces and some of

these developments can 
quences for welfare.

have c°

JFor cattle it is a greater conceh ̂ 
tion of animals on fewer faring 
the greater tendency to keep bP j 
loose instead of tied. Moreover, . 
animals are delivered directly 
abattoirs. In 1977. only 47^ J j 
delivered direct as against 7*7* 
1988.

Keeping animals loose instead of ̂  
has had consequences for both 
port and handling, as such ah1̂  
are less easy to handle. The dev®^ 
ment of systems to accommodate 
animals is therefore necessary 
attain optimal welfare (see ab° . 
The trend towards direct delivef 
positive from the welfare poi1',̂ 
view. Off-loading at markets, h° t: 
there and reloading for transp0^, 
the abattoir increases the leng iJ 
the pre-slaughter treatment ah® ti 
risk of poor welfare. Slaughter ji
incidentally are low in Denmark t/at present 40-70 animals per 
With the exception of the 
percentage of animals n  
slaughtered, all cattle are st̂  
before slaughter, mainly us® 
captive bolt pistol.

. J

For pigs the developments ar î#
concentration of pigs on fewer 
the wide introduction of cross 
ding and slaughter at fewer 
toirs. The last equipment for („c1 
trical stunning has now been ref 
by CC^-equipment.

Ve
/
$

The concentration on fewer fa r1"5 11
occurred at the same time jA jisystems used have become more 
sive. In addition, most co®®

are crosses between 'animals
more of the four breeds used- ^  
race, Large White, Duroc and $ 
shire. For collection purpose5 ,̂; 
centration on fewer farms is a ^  
tive development because [é 

transport vehiclesthat have J
stops to collect a full load.
in the best instances a full 
be collected on one farm. 
units also make it easier to
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in
fnr>tttS00<i loading facilities at the 

‘ On the other hand intensively 
a Pigs are sometimes more diffi- 

th§y to handle, as in some systems 
v6nt. are less used to human inter- 
nggp °n* Some crossbreeds are more 
c0IlessiVe than others, so that 
'HI* ectLon facilities which do not 
^Po^range pigs before loading are 

^t. In our experience crosses 
lopg en Large White and Landrace are 
c°nta- aSressive than crossbreeds 

nLag the coloured breeds.

^ 6t>c°Pcentration of slaughter on

. i

>;

r,

4 '

t$ 

i#

ns tr>an,wen
abattoirs means that the aver-

sPort distance is increasing
y sPee(ĵ J"L as the average slaughter 
A  c°Ur>s’ transport distances are, of 
ry; th6 , • n°t very long in Denmark and
it. ^ohakf1,6̂ 6 wo are talking about is 
^  l.v
ft,

i  [ accelerated another trend
more pigs per transport. The

^ from an average of about 1 
l0We„^r's to an average of about 2.

increasing transport costsC er>

A
/
A
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/

•/
A
/
A

 ̂ 't°ad°na'*' s;*-ngle_8eck vehicle with 
°f 40-60 pigs is therefore 

s6"^cklrî y being replaced by doub- 
>1 ers or the use of trailers.Ltlrtj0l?eSe developments mean that itis
Qptimal more important to ensure 

transport equipment and
“»um use of that equipment for 

Welfare during transport.
!Shter
i aver> sPeeds have increased from 
av the agS of> 230-250 pigs per hour 
(| Pt>eŝ eventies to 350-400 per hour 
6r̂  at 6nt* ®ne factory runs above 
U ̂  PiePr>esenb and plans to rise to 
¿ V turia Per hour. This trend is 
U â e seen from a welfare point
Jst „„ ecause it means that force

/

è

^  v U lo c u lo  L I l d L  I  CJI Ufci

5 4Uij, 6n be used to maintain the 
-U:i-Ptaerit Llow of pigs to stunning 

^aii>el Optimum layout and design
Of

ŝ "^tei^6 eciuipment is therefore
% •  sibl essential, if as many pigs 

6 are to reach the stunning
co!~ lJ-y . °r their own volition. 

Pop/hah

Pt-Sc ®otik  se vated personnel can, of

V

itj s tha^°Unteract the effect of a 
^l^tant °ptlmal layout and it is 
b$ ̂  f0t> to choose people with a 

 ̂^sux handling to get the

The total replacement of electrical 
stunning by CC^-stunning has occurred 
to improve meat quality and reduce 
blood splash and fractures (Klovborg- 
Larsen, 1982). Stunning now takes 
place mainly in the compact equip
ment, where pigs are restrained 
during stunning itself, although some 
factories are beginning to install 
the latest development, the combi- 
equipment, where 2 pigs are stunned 
together without restraint. In all 
cases it is important that the CO 
concentration and time of exposure 
are optimal for proper stunning and 
that the equipment is checked 
routinely.

There has, of course, been a great 
deal of debate regarding CO-- and 
electrical stunning. Dutch workers in 
the late seventies (Hoenderken, 1978, 
Hoenderken et al. 1979, Wal, 1978) 
claiming that high voltage electrical 
stunning causes instant unconscious
ness and must be preferred to CO^- 
stunning which first causes a loss of 
consciousness about 20 sec. or so 
after exposure to the C02_gas. They 
stated that pigs experience pain 
during this initial period, that they 
are suffocated not stunned, and for 
this reason CO^-stunning was banned 
in Holland and later in Sweden too. 
Danish specialists contested these 
statements, maintaining that C0_- 
anaesthesia is like anaesthesia with 
any other kind of anaesthetic gas. 
There are three phases, a phase of 
induction, a phase of excitation and 
a phase of anaesthesia. Experiments 
showed that pigs do not seem to 
experience any sensation of pain 
during the initial exposure to CO^ 
and they maintained that the pigs are 
not conscious when the phase of 
excitation sets in.

The question has been the subject of 
much research since this time (Drawer 
and Gratz (1984), Forslid (1988), 
Gregory (1985), Lomholt (1980), Ring 
et al. (1988), Zeller et al. (1987)) 
and although not all aspects have 
been completely resolved the consen
sus seems to be that C0?-stunning is 
acceptable from the welfare point of
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view. The research has, however, 
highlighted the importance of an 
optimal treatment immediately prior 
to the stunning itself, whether 
stunning is electrical or by CO

Future developments in pig handling 
It is apparent from the foregoing 
that developments in the pig industry 
increase the possibilities for poorer 
welfare during the pre-slaughter 
handling period and that greater 
efforts must be made to reduce these 
risks as far as possible. The in
dustry has realised this and has 
committed itself to providing maximum 
welfare during the pre-slaughter 
treatment. The reasons for this are 
an awareness of increasing consumer 
demands for an "acceptable" treatment 
pre-slaughter as well as an expec
tation of a better meat quality.

The pig industry has already decided 
to put into practice the knowledge 
gained by the Institute during many 
years of research and implement the 
so-called 13 point programme (Barton- 
Gade, 1989). This programme lays down 
guidelines for producers, hauliers 
and abattoirs, which ensure:

- a considerate treatment
- a good, uniform meat quality
- a low transport mortality
- a delivery ensuring protection of a 

herd's health
- a rational collection and transport

It is the aim that by 1992 the PSE 
frequency in longissimus dorsi muscle 
will be no higher than 2% on a na
tionwide basis.

Even when the 13 point programme has 
been implemented in practice there 
are still certain points in the chain 
of events from producer to stunning 
which can never be completely optimal 
in the present system from the point 
of view of animal welfare. Develop
ments in the transport system, the 
movement of large groups of pigs 
within the lairage as well as the 
passage from the lairage pens to the 
stunning itself, especially the race 
system, all give problems for some

pigs.

Regarding transport, a fra®e, 
agreement has been signed by ■ 
Federation of Pig Producers 
Slaughterhouses and the Haul1 .
Association on the treatment of '
during collection at the farffl̂, 
transport. Similarly, the Feder3f 
together with the Institute . 
contacted the Minister of JuS,; 
with a proposal for a natioil,
system for the approval of tran&\sf

vehicles, which will ensure
certain minimum standards are 3 
ned.
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.t*Regarding treatment at the ab3 , 
itself the Institute has development work with the ai®,f 
providing optimal welfare. Pne
work on the container transp0ft
pigs showed that it was much e 
to drive small groups of pig, 
than it was to drive groups of f  o[even 60. Prototype equipment  ̂
fully automatic lairage system  ̂
compartments consisting of 15 ^ 
was tested at the Meat Trade Sc p 
Dividing pigs into small group^ 
many advantages. Fighting was ^ 
mised and pigs lay down to j  
within half an hour. Both aut°

it
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th,
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to
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filling and emptying of compa:rtr
occurred without problems and  ̂
surements of pulse rate showedi-gfllstress was minimised. The sySv J
now under testing at another faC
under full-scale conditions ^
slaughter speed of 420 pigs Peir ¡,( 
and up t i l l  now the r e s u lt3 ^
confirmed those from the Meat

«U

ti
k

School. When the meat quality 
ations have been carried out< t: 
factory will choose which 
three variations it will inst3̂  
the rest of the lairage. Many , 
factories have expressed inter® 
the system and there is no doub ^

it can combine a high slaughter ,y- ■ ■ w1̂

s<

with good welfare and that it
the future system in Denmark.
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Improvement in lairage conditi0̂, t 
heightened our awareness ° : 
disadvantages of the race. Th® r
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installed at the above factod
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0&Um •kr^sed according to the latest 
, ̂  e<% e  but even with a double race 

optimal profile and lighting 
/Pigs wore still problems in getting 
: ^  enter the race of their own
■: Work is now being planned
: O * *6s an alternative system that
stin ^vantage of the flock in-
Qt>Ce s °f pigs and makes the use of 
kigjj Unnessary. This work, which has 

Priority, will be co-ordinated 
out pother project being carried 
W t h  the Swedish Meat Research 
\  ute, which will also includett» oPt-^misation of CO_-stunning.

j  <L

v610 the hope that the above de-
th6 ents Will form the basis forft  ̂ K iuirn uic î a.o-LO -l wx-

3 sW > kfst possible welfare beforeu hiUUgjw
L°'#6Ver,er ~‘‘n the future. One thing, 

th-’ '*'s ^he hardware, another is 
%ts hardware is used. Improve- 

Equipment must therefore be 
S o n ained by motivation of all

f

f
l/

in the chain towards a
treatment and include the 

supervision if the best 
e results are to be attained.
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